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Good research is 

reproducible research

Vanilla sponge Chocolate sponge
Ingredients (data)

Recipe (methods)



Researchers make errors

19.6% of genetic research crunched 

in excel contains errors1

My research code contains 

errors



Computational reproducibility

Image from 

The Turing Way2



Our Approach

1. Journal 

Article3

2. Project-specific 

repository4

3. Domain-specific 

data repository5

4. Pre-print6



Our Approach
Project-specific 

repository

Jupyter Notebook 

to map from Data 

to Code

+

+

+





Reproducibility-blockers
For most of the papers, there was little to provide any help to a 
researcher willing to reproduce the calculations… the input files 

were not provided.7

Time 

pressures

Lack of 

incentives

“I can’t 

code”

Fear of 

scooping

Sensitive 

data



Coding has an image problem



Women invented programming

Grace Hopper 

invented the first 

compiler

Ada Lovelace wrote the 

first computer 

programme



Women were the first programmers



What happened in the 1980s?

Image from 

NPR Planet Money 

“When women 

stopped 

programming”



What happened in the 1980s?

From Planet 
Money “When 

women stopped 
programming”



Changing (student) attitudes

“I can’t code”

“I am too old to learn to code”

“If we learn to code we will not have time to learn 

X”

→ like any other skill coding takes practice, 

and you will generate a lot of errors on the way

→ there is no critical developmental window 

for learning to code

→ Coding is an increasingly necessary part of 

research



Communities of support

For those new to 

programming

For career 

advice

For reaching the wider 

community

Northumbria 

specific



Contribution takes many forms

Enable data logging



Summary

1) Good research is reproducible

2) Join the “Research Computing Community” for further discussion

3)  Jupyter Notebooks are a useful tool

4) Computing has an image problem: think about building confidence

 

5) Code contributions do not need to be technical

l.whalley@northumbria.ac.uk

lucydot.github.io
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